It is the GIANTS which are still developing, that will blow the theories

of the Super Elite, all too HELL!
The traces of the wouldbe GIANTS, can be seen in some of the offspring
throughout the world. A certain type of people, either Black, Brown, Red,
Yellow, and even White or all, will mix genetically with an Ancient Indian
or any other Ancient throughout the world. This mixing genetically, will
be more then jumping in bed and having children. They will go through
the ritual of how to wake genetic memory. However, many of these GIANTS
will be unable to awake their that will help them deal with a .
future global catastrophe by= using past genetic memories. The condition
of the earth that is causing them to become GIANTS, which is already taking
place, this growth will genetically put a mark on them.
Of' all Ancient ethnic groups throughout the world, who all had a terrible
fear of receiving this mark, the Chinese had the worst one.
It is recorded they had kept the women of the Clan and Clan Mothers
in their proper place and authority, but the women developed the mark
and could not be altered. It was then they .began ~to wrap the feet
women. From what has been put together, the feet were not out of proportion
but over proportion and were huge according to body size. . .
This condition of the Earth will increase the making of the5_e GIANTS
as the O Zone Layer becomes less and less.
The larger animals of today will become smaller as this condition gets
worse and the smaller animals, many that cannot be seen today, will
the Q I N O S 'A U R S of tomorrow and whose. remains are always found
after' a Global Catastrophe or' an Ice Age.
‘Believe me! ltheylwere not created by the burning or smoking of ancient
ceremonial tÃobacco's,  À

